Noninvasive assessment of vocal fold mucosal wave velocity using color doppler imaging.
The vibratory movement of the vocal folds (VF) plays an important role in normal function of phonation. We developed a noninvasive technique to quantify the human mucosal wave velocity (MWV) in vivo using color Doppler imaging (CDI). During phonation, the motion of mucosa-air interface generates a unique pattern of US color artefacts that assist the identification of true VF location. An in vitro study using a vibrating string phantom was conducted to investigate how the CDI displayed a vibrating soft tissue at high frequency. The vibrating amplitude, frequency, mass density and the acoustic impedance of the soft tissues were found to dominate the formation of color artefacts. Based on the model of finite string with fixed ends, we estimated the mean MWV for 10 adult volunteers (6 men, 4 women, ages 34 +/- 5 years) with normal VF function. The mean MWVs for the men were found to vary from 2.1 to 10 m/s in a frequency range of 85 to 310 Hz at their comfortable pitch and intensity, and the women typically had higher MWVs that varied from 5.0 to 16.5 m/s in a frequency range of 180 to 480 Hz. The MWV increased linearly with the frequency and there was no observable difference in mucosa stiffness due to the effect of gender. The variation in MWV as it propagates vertically can be seen from the color and shape of the artefacts. The VF polyp resulted in abnormal MWV and different CDI vibratory artefacts. The CDI artefacts provide insight on the dynamics of mucosa structure during phonation, and the method presented is promising for noninvasive monitoring of laryngeal functions clinically.